DIGGING:
Dogs dig to escape from heat and cold, to excavate or bury bones, and sometimes just for fun. Most dogs dig due to frustration and boredom. A bored dog is a ticket to destruction. Digging is a great stress reliever.
Certain Breeds, such as Northern Breeds or Terriers tend to be more Destructive Diggers.
* Find out what the Trigger is, why is your dog digging?
·	Hot or Cold
·	Boredom
·	Wants to be near Family Pack
·	Burying Bones and Toys
·	Trying to Escape Yard (Boredom, lack of exercise)
·	Digging by Back Door (Wants Inside)
·	Certain Breed, meant to hunt burrowing Vermin
After finding out what Triggers   your dogs Digging.   Use the following Steps to help your dog redirect his Problem Digging.
Due to Boredom and Frustration. (Wanting to be with Family Pack).
·	If your dog is being left outside (more than needed) due to lack of basic Obedience, or House Manners.  Start by teaching your dog Manners.  Digging will be cut down dramatically if your dog just wanted some Attention inside from his Family Pack..
·	If your dog is Just lacking Excitement, due to lack of interesting things in it's outdoor life. Give your dog lots of different safe, fun toys.  Take him for a run in the woods, play with other dogs at the park. Or teach him new tricks.
Doing what comes natural (Certain Breeds).
-	Certain Breeds are genetically prone for digging.  If you own such a dog you can redirect your dog to certain areas of the yard specifically meant for digging.    Try a sandbox or rope off a small area.   Encourage your dog to dig in these areas.   This may be hard if your dog gets the scent of "Prey" underground. Your dog will follow it's nose.
Lack of Exercise.
-	The more opportunities your dog gets to run, chase, swim, wrestle, roll, and romp, the less energy he has to dig holes.  Dogs need at lease 30 minutes or more of exercise a day, but if you own an active dog - and most diggers are very active - she will need at least one to three hours of exercise daily.

Digging to escape Heat or Cold.
·	When it's hot a dogs instinct is to find a cool, dry place to rest. Most of the time they will dig a hole and lie in it.  If your dog is outdoors in hot weather, provide plenty of shade, shelter, water, small children's pool to romp around in, or consider leaving him indoors with the air-conditioning.
·	When it's Cold, some Northern Breeds will dig Large holes to use as dens.  Sometimes you just need to let them have their "Holes, or Dens" it's what they are meant to do.   If you have a breed which is not meant to "love cold weather", make sure they are not left outside too long, most dogs should spend most of Cold Weather Days Indoors.  Don't let the amount of fur on their bodies be deceiving, thinking all dogs are meant to be Out in Colder weather, they can suffer from hypothermia and sometimes not survive.
*	Teaching to Dig in Specific areas:   (Legal Digging Zone)
If digging comes naturally to your dog, why not provide a safe, legal place for him to dig by making a digging pit. A digging pit can be any size. Use garden timbers to build a box shape and fill the box with sand. You might actually want to dig out the existing soil and make a bed of stone for the bottom to supply good drainage. Fill the rest of the pit with the type of play sand used in children's sandboxes, then distribute the sand evenly.
Once your done, bury some toys, treats, balls, and other surprises for your dog to find. Make some of the treasures easy to locate, and others more difficult. Periodically (once a week or so), bury a new exciting toy to keep him interested.
-	Encourage your dog to dig in his new Legal Digging Zone.    If you find him digging in inappropriate places in the yard, redirect him, giving him a verbal "NO", walking him over to his Pit and Reward him with a treat and praise for using the correct place.

